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Abstract: Symbolic model formulae define the structural component of a statistical model in an easier and often more accessible terms for practitioners. The earlier instance of symbolic model formulae for linear models was applied in Genstat with further generalisation by Wilkinson and Rogers (1973). Chambers and Hastie (1993) describe the symbolic model formulae implementation for linear models in the S language which remains much the same in the R language.

Linear mixed models (also known as multi-level, nested, hierarchical or panel data models) are widely used in many disciplines owing to its flexibility to model complex, correlated structures in the data. There exists, however, many variations of symbolic model formulae for linear mixed models which often results in confusion of the fitted model. In this talk, I will compare the symbolic model formulae for the popular linear mixed model R packages: lme4 and asreml. Each model will be motivated from real analysis of agricultural data. Furthermore, I will briefly discuss some software design principles for linear mixed model specification.
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